Abstract. The explosive growth of big data applications such as machine learning, human genome sequencing and large scale scientific calculation makes high demands on high-performance computation and fast storage. However, the gap between the computation and the I/O performance prevents the full advantage of the computation device and can cause a bottleneck in the system. To improve the performance of the storage, we designed a new cache called CacheDM for network file system, which utilizes as cache media the remote distributed memory in the cluster environment where computing nodes are connected via high speed network. CacheDM is designed as a cache backend of the FS-Cache for NFS. It provides low-latency and high-speed cache by supporting direct memory copy based access to the cached data. We are expecting to replace the local disk-based cache and gain performance improvement for the network file system.
Introduction
In the field of high performance computing, technology to improve the I/O performance has been studied for a long time. The explosive growth of big data applications such as machine learning, human genome sequencing and large scale scientific calculation makes high demands on high-performance computation and fast storage. Unfortunately, the performance gap between the computation and I/O prevents full advantage of the performance of the computation device and causes a bottleneck in the system.
Most of storage systems employ cache because it is useful to reduce access latency to slow media and networks. Client-side memory has been utilized for caching data for some distributed file systems, such as Network File System [1] . However, due to its capacity limit, it is not enough for all types of systems. Local disk caching has been proposed to solve this problem. FS-Cache [2] is a kernel caching facility permitting network file system to cache data on persistent local disk. [3] proposed disk-based client-side caching for storage area network.
Utilizing low-latency cache media than disk will be useful to gain performance improvements. We propose the technology to utilize remote memory as cache media. It may achieve high performance than using local disk especially for file read operation by providing low-latency and shared access to cached data. We design CacheDM, a new cache for network file system which is based on the distributed memory in the cluster system. As part of our previous work, we built DMIf [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , distributed memory integration framework. It integrates the idle memory of cluster nodes connected with high-speed Infiniband network and provide user a large extended memory which can be accessed through RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access). We have designed CacheDM to enable the network file system to cache data on distributed memory provided by DMIf. Cached file is accessed with low latency through the way in which data is directly copied from remote memory to client memory through RDMA over Infiniband network. Furthermore, cached data can be shared across multiple clients. CacheDM is designed as the cache backend system which supporting FS-Cache. To design CacheDM, we referred to Cachefiles which is one of the cache backend of FS-Cache.
In this paper, we will present our proposed CacheDM architecture, its components and their features. We will only briefly mention DMIf and will not give the details.
Cache on the Distributed Memory System
CacheDM provides a caching facility which can be used to speed up file access to network file system for networked computers. Network file systems can utilize highspeed DM (distributed memory) pool provided by DMIf as a cache media and cached data in CacheDM can be shared across multiple clients by using CacheDM.
We designed CacheDM as a new cache backend of FS-Cache, which is a linux kernel caching facility used by NFS. FS-Cache is a thin layer in the kernel that mediates between cache backends such as CacheFiles and network file systems. In our design, FS-Cache mediates between CacheDM and network file system. Fig. 1 . shows the CacheDM architecture. CacheDM consists of three components: cachedm module, kdmc module, and cachedmd daemon. Each component will be described in detail. 
Cachedm module
Cachedm module is a core part of CacheDM. Cachedm module consists of four components as shown in Fig. 2 . Cache control manager performs cache controlling such as start and stop cache upon request from the cachedmd daemon. Cache object manager manages objects which are in-kernel representations of cached file. Cache object manager processes object management operations such as allocate, lookup, grab, update, and put object, which are called from FS-Cache. Cache mapping manager performs mapping between NFS file page and the backend DM block in DM. Cached file's pages are directly mapped to DM blocks in DM. Cache mapping manager uses mapping trees to maintain mapping information between file pages and DM blocks. Cache store manager sends request kdmc to allocate and free DM block and to read and write data to allocated DM block.
Fig.2. Architecture of cachedm module

Kdmc
Kdmc is a kernel module which provides functions to allocate and free DM block from DM and to read and write data to allocated DM block. It receives DM block access requests from the cachedm module and processes the requests. Kdmc allocates a bulk DM from DMIf at its initialization time. It allocates or withdraws a DM block from its bulk DM upon request from cachedm module. It writes data to DM block to store file page in cache and reads data from DM block to read cached page. Kdmc module communicates with the DMIf to allocate DM. After allocation, it uses RDMA operation of Infiniband network to copy data to or from the DM block which is actually the part of remote memory located in other node in cluster. So that, it enables data to be cached or cached data to be accessed with low latency and high bandwidth. 
Cachedmd
Cachedmd is a userspace damon to control and configure the cache. It uses a character device -"/dev/cachedm" -to communicate with the cachedm kernel module. The daemon opens this device and sends commands down it to control the cache. If a user inputs command to cachedmd to control or configure the cache, cachedmd passes it to the Cache control manager in cachedm module through the cachedm device. The CacheDM is started by running the daemon. The daemon opens the cachedm device, configures the CacheDM and tells it to begin caching. At that point the CacheDM is registered to FS-Cache and the CacheDM becomes live.
DMIf
As part of our previous work, we have developed DMIf, distributed memory integration framework which integrates the memory of cluster nodes connected with Infiniband network and provides a user the large extended memory which can be accessed through RDMA. Manager in DMIf constructs a DM pool with the granted memory from the memory granting node. It allocates DM to kdmc module in response of its request. After allocation, kdmc directly accesses the DM which is actually a part of memory granting node's memory with RDMA operation. File is cached or read from the CacheDM in high speed because data is directly copied to or from remote memory through RDMA.
Conclusion
In this paper, we designed a new cache called CacheDM for network file system, which enables network file system to utilize remote memory as a cache media. CacheDM provides huge-size integrated memory as cache media, so that it can help to solve the capacity limitation problem presented in existing client-side memory cache. We also expect to achieve high performance compared to local-disk based caching approach especially for file read operation by providing low-latency and shared access to cached data through the RDMA over Infinband network. Our CacheDM can be implemented as a cache backend underlying FS-Cache which is kernel caching facility for network file system. Any modification of NFS and FS-Cache is not necessary to support CacheDM. In addition, users can use CacheDM and gain its performance advantage without modification of existing application.
In the future, we have plan to implement the CacheDM applying the proposed design and evaluate the performance through benchmarking test in comparison with the existing local disk-based caching approach.
